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View of Goddard Street 

Renaissance II is a $3.8 million comprehensive neighborhood revitalization project completed 
in the fall of 1999. Adjacent to the state capitol building in the Smith Hill neighborhood of 
Providence, Goddard Street has been returned to its original character: a vital community, 
with decent, safe, affordable housing. 
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PROJECT DATA 45-01 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should ,copies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on ti ire not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided. 

Project Name Project Renaissance II Location Goddard St. , Providence, RI 

Owner Smith Hill Community Development Corporation/Goddard Realty LimitedPartner 
ship

ProjectUse(s)Housing Rehabilitation, Affordable Rental Units, Transitional 

Project Size 30 Rental Units 
Homeless Housing 

Total Development Cost $ 3 8 mi l l i an 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate) $1 8 0 , 0 0 0 

Date Initiated Spring 1998 Percent Completed, December 1, 2001 1 0 0 % 

Project Completion Date (if appropriate) December 30, 1999 

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates 

Application submitted by: 

Name Edward R. Neubauer Title Executive Director 

Organization Srojtb Hill Carorouoity DeveJoproeot Cacpacatiao 

Address 206 Smith Street Citv/State/Zip Providence, RI O2 9 0 8 

Telephone ( l 401 521 0159 Fax ( l 401-521-6348 

E-mail EDWARDNEUBAUER@aol. corn Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 401 -8 61 -7 4 0 6 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

~Pu~b~l~ic~A~g~e~n~c~ie~s___R_h_o_d_e__I_s_l_a_n_d__H_o_m_e__F_i_n_a_n_c_e___S_t_e_v_e__C_o_r_n_w_a_l_l___4_0_1_-457-1261 

Mortgage 'Corporation 

Architect/Designer Gaudet Associates Joseph Cornwall 401-421-1798 

Developer Smith Hill CDC Edward Neubauer 401-521-0159 

Professional Consultant Community Development Services Charlie Blair 865-681-4892 

Enterprise Foundation Robert Goldman 410-772-2670 
Community Group Providence College/Feinstein Keith Morton 401-865-1204 

Other H.A.N.D. Kenneth Filarski 401-331-8800 

Traveler's Aid Michelle Lacroix 401-294-7723 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply) . 

..x Direct Mailing _ Magazine Advertisement _ Previous RBA entrant ..x Other (please specify) 
Professional Newsletter _ Previous Selection Committee member ...i ..n~t.,;e.,..,r....n-e'-4:t~-----
Organization _ Magazine Calendar ( www. brunerfoundation. 
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ABSTRACT 45-01 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use~ ation forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the fo Ners are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the leri15 u, un:m... 11 moan~• , .. ~ ... Id be limited to the area provided. 

Project Name Renaissance II 

Location Goddard Street, Providence, Rhode Island 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

Project Renaissance II is a $3.8 million comprehensive neighborhood revitalization project aimed at 
Goddard Street immediately adjacent to the state capitol building in the Smith Hill neighborhood of 
Providence, Rhode Island. Smith Hill is an ethnically diverse, historic low-income neighborhood where 
absentee landlords own most of the deteriorating housing stock. In 1996, the Smith Hill Community 
Development Corporation (SHCDC) in response to the Triangle strategic plan and community concerns 
identified Goddard Street as its highest priority for redevelopment. 

The goals ofProject Renaissance II were: 
1. Physically stabilize Goddard Street eliminating or rebuilding dilapidated housing. 
2. Provide safe and affordable rental housing. 
3. Decrease the density of the housing stock; provide off-street parking and open space. 
4. Provide social services to residents. 

A total of ten "triple decker" buildings were completely rehabilitated. Three other buildings were 
demolished, allowing the SHCDC to meet its goals of density, parking and open space. Rental units are 
occupied by tenants who are at or below 50% of Rhode Island's $41,000 median income. Six of the 30 
units developed are occupied by clients of Travelers Aid, a program that provides transitional housing and 
social services to the homeless. 

The community rated physical appearance as its highest priority in the Triangle plan and Project 
Renaissance II responded and made a dramatic impact on Goddard Street. Landlords have begun to 
improve their properties and Goddard Street residents now feel a sense of pride and commitment to their 
neighborhood. In 1999 the Providence Preservation Society awarded Renaissance its prestigious 
Neighborhood Revitalization Award in recognition of its architectural and social impact on Smith Hill. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

The "triple decker" was an economic engine that sheltered many immigrants in New England at the 
beginning of the last century. On a SO' x 100' city lot this form provided for maximum density and 
maximum rental income. Immigrant carpenters crafted these units with character and attention to detail. 
This was a building type that defined people's lives and created a place that for one hundred years has been 
known as Goddard Street. Renaissance II recognized the compelling nature of this architectural type and 
rather than eliminating or reconfiguring this engine, redeveloped it to bring the needs of Goddard Street 
into the 21 st century. 

Renaissance Il responded to the requests of this community as developed in the 1995 Triangle Plan by 
creating a physically attractive place on what was once a bleak and unwelcoming street. Elements that 
many of us regard as commonplace: yards, trees, landscaping, open space, handicap access and off street 
parking never existed on Goddard Street. All were introduced and woven into a dense urban streetscape as 
a part of Renaissance II. The community's vision of providing housing to very low-income families has 
also been addressed through the inclusion of six rental units for transitional homeless housing sponsored by 
Travelers Aid. 

The success and appeal of this project has been immediate with rental occupancy currently at 
100% with a waiting list. Crime and drug traffic are down on Goddard Street and in the coming year a 
community room and five additional rental units for Travelers Aid are proposed for construction. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies ~f the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided. 

1. What local issues did this project address? How has it affected the local community? 

Project Renaissance II addressed the issues of a community that had been living in increasingly 
deteriorating housing and suffering from the neglect of absentee landlords for more than fifty years. The 
majority of houses on Goddard Street were in disrepair and reflected the larger sense of social and spiritual 
decline in the neighborhood. In 1995 the Smith Hill community rallied around the SHCDC and a group of 
urban planners to develop the Triangle strategic plan. This plan clearly documented the community's needs 
and the strong desire to improve the physical surroundings of the community in the hope that this effort 
would begin to arrest the decline of the neighborhood and uplift the spirit 

The SHCDC was charged to reconstruct these properties and make a dramatic impact on the 
physical and social conditions found in this community. These nearly hundred year old triple deckers 
placed children at risk for lead poisoning; crime and drug activity were evident among the houses that were 
boarded, abandoned, fire damaged or had been on the market for years without selling. The community 
asked to bring this to an end and provide us with safe and affordable housing. 

The completion of Renaissance has had a dramatic impact on this long-neglected street. Rental 
occupancy has been at 100% since opening, two neighboring fire damaged homes are being rebuilt and 
three other landlords have completed major rehabilitation projects on their properties. The largest absentee 
landlord on the street recently announced that he was selling all of his properties, as he could no longer 
"afford" to stay on the street. Currently the CDC is completing rehabilitation of an additional triple-decker 
that will provide two more units of transitional homeless housing, new office and community meeting 
space for the CDC on the first floor. 

2. Describe the underlying values of the project. What, if any, signifcant tradeoffs were required to implement the project? 

The redevelopment of Goddard Street is the graphic portrayal of the values at the heart of 
Renaissance II and the Smith Hill community. The mission of the CDC is to provide housing to very low 
to moderate-income families in Smith Hill. The 1995 Triangle strategic plan developed with the community 
saw strong value in the style and appearance of the local housing stock, its affordability and proximity to 
downtown Providence. Neighbors disliked poor street conditions, vacant lots, the lack of yard space, trash, 
graffiti and overcrowded rental housing. All residents felt that improved housing conditions should take 
priority in the revitalization of the neighborhood. 

Goddard Street residents envisioned a rebuilding of the street so that families, children and elders 
could again live here safely and comfortably as they did in 1910 when the first triple-deckers were built by 
immigrant Russian carpenters. This street had initially been a safe haven for the first Armenian, Jewish, 
Irish and Italian immigrant families and without a major intervention would continue its decline. Today, 
Thai, Lao and Hmoung families reside with Latino, African American and Anglo residents safely on 
Goddard Street. 

The most significant tradeoff for the CDC was the displacement of very low-income Goddard 
Street residents who could not requalify for housing under the new HUD rental guidelines that apply to 
Renaissance. These very low-income residents would no longer be able to "afford" living on a rehabilitated 
Goddard Street. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT'D) 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. 

The development process took place over four years beginning with the 1995 Triangle strategic plan that 
targeted Goddard Street as a priority for redevelopment. The CDC Executive Director than turned to a board member 
who is on the architecture faculty at the Rhode Island School of Design for help with the conceptual design for Goddard 
Street. The Dean of the school of architecture funded a "community design" studio that developed the initial planning 
documents and architectural graphics that would solicit additional resources. Students from Providence College's 
Feinstein Center for Community Service and Rhode Island College began street clean up campaigns and relationship 
building with residents. Block parties and neighborhood meetings were held by the CDC to further planning efforts and 
to address specific concerns about redevelopment. The Smith Hill Neighborhood Council, Business Association and the 
Homeless Action for Necessary Development (H.A.N.D.) were brought on as active partners in 1997 as the project 
continued to develop. 

The SHCDC Board of Directors in the spring of 1998 approved applications for Low Income Housing Tax 
Credits (LIHTC) and was awarded a $200,000 planning grant from SEEDCO, a national funder of housing activities. 
Community Development Services in Knoxville, Tennessee was hired to provide technical assistance and to help 
construct the LIHTC. The Enterprise Institute in Columbia, Maryland became the syndicator for the tax credits in 
conjunction with Rhode Island Housing and Home Finance Mortgage Corporation, which provided long-term mortgage 
and Home funds. The City of Providence through its Planning and Development office also supported lead abatement for 
all units with funding through its lead program. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable. 

Funding for Project Renaissance was secured through a number of participants. They included City of 
Providence HOME and Lead Hazard Reduction funds, loan(s) and mortgage from Rhode Island Housing, Low Income 
Housing Tax Credit syndicated with the Enterprise Foundation and predevelopment funding through SEEDCO, a 
national intermediary. Specifics of the funding sources include the following: 

Rhode Island Housing First Mortgage $299,107 
Targeted Loan $401,875 
HOME $365,000 

TOTAL LOANS $1,065,982 

Grants $450,000 
TOTAL GRANTS $450,000 

Low Income Housing Tax Credits $2,266,569 
Sponsor contributed land $30,000 

TOTAL EQUITY $2,296,569 
TOTAL SOURCES $3,812,551 

5. Is the project unique? If so, how is the model adaptable to other urban settings? 

Renaissance II responded to a planning process that recognized and honored the residents and character of a very unusual 
neighborhood. Situated in the shadow of McKim, Mead and White's State House in Providence, Goddard Street developed its own 
architectural character in the triple-decker as a response to the needs of an immigrant population. Providence has always been a 
"home" to people of many nationalities who have found their way to this city. The housing crafted on Goddard Street at the beginning 
of the 20th century responded to those needs and has clearly reflected the economic times of the last century. The community through 
its planning process expressed a clear need to maintain this character and the economic benefits of the triple-decker and to do even 
more with this development opportunity. The Board of Directors of the CDC recognized the complexity of Goddard Street and asked 
that additional social services become a part of the project. The Rhode Island Coalition for the Homeless through HAND developed a 
model for transitional homeless housing and requested dedicated space in the overall project. Six of the thirty available units have 
been reserved for Traveler's Aid to provide transitional homeless housing, counseling and outreach to education, health care and 
employment services in the community. 

Recognition and implementation of the following three requirements would lead to the adoption of the model and values 
found in Renaissance II. They include: 

1. A strategic planning process that examines in-depth the character and needs of the neighborhood and develops a concise 
implementation plan to respond to those needs and values. 
2. A development process that recognizes the unique architecture of a street or neighborhood and honors that character while 
expanding to meet the current needs of the community. 
3. Developing a financing package that brings a strong commitment from investors in the community and housing industry 
to provide for a sound rehabilitation project. 
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided. 

This sheet is to be fiHed out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which 
did. 

Edward NeubauerName Title Executive Director 

Organization Smith Hill Community Dev.Corp. Telephone( 401-521-0159 

Address 20 6 Smith Street City/State/ZIP Providence, RI 02908 

Fax ( E-mail EDWARDNEUBAUER@aol.com 

ndation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any 
itted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 

to grant these rights and permissions. 

Si nature 

1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

The Smith Hill Community Development Corporation (SHCDC) has been the prime mover behind the development 
of Renaissance II from concept to the final payment of taxes to the City of Providence. The scope of work included the 
following: 

I.Initiate Triangle strategic plan. Partner with Rhode Island School ofDesign Department of 
Architecture to create concept and graphics for Goddard Street revitalization. 
2. Recruit predevelopment funding: SEEDCO, acquire site control of all proposed properties. 
3. On-going involvement with board ofdirectors, community, business leaders and the city. 
4. Recruit LIHTC consultant: Community Development Services 
5. Assemble financing: Rhode Island Housing, City ofProvidence, Enterprise Foundation, LIHTC, SEEDCO and 
HUD. 
6. Hire architect, general contractor and provide construction oversight. 
7. Recruit property manager and conduct rent-up of properties. Close out project. 

2. What, if any, modifications were made to the original proposal as the project was developed? What tradeoffs or compromises were 
required during the development of the project? 

Our initial application for funding to the state for tax credit allocation was denied resulting in our rewriting the 
grant to access additional local sources for lead abatement and HOME _funding. The revisions allowed us to rethink the 
overall quality and impact of this project and become more rigorous in our own requirements for design and construction 
services, increased financing and developer's fees. . A second tax credit round was approved and allowed us to improve the 
overall quality of the project. Our tradeoffs in many ways become ones that resulted in an improvement to the physical 
appearance of the buildings and the overall character of the finished project. Additional funding allowed us to reconstruct 
architectural detail, improve quality and recapture the spirit of the original architecture as it was built in 1900-1920. 

3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

Financing was conventional in many respects. Predevelopment costs that brought long term financing to the table 
were written out from a grant source with SEEDCO contributing $200,000. Rhode Island Housing (a public finance agency 
in Rhode Island) is responsible for a first mortgage held over a thirty-year period. Targeted loans from city sources and 
HOME funding account for 20% of the financing package. 

The largest source of financing came through an application to Rhode Island's Low Income Housing Tax Credit 
(LIHTC) program. Syndication through the Enterprise Foundation in Columbia, Maryland was critical in bringing the tax 
credits in line with the overall project budget. Consultaton, technical skills, and ongoing support from Community 
Development Services and the Enterprise Foundation over the life of the project have also been very helpful to the CDC. 

mailto:EDWARDNEUBAUER@aol.com


DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

4. How did the financial benefits and economic impacts of this project compare with or diff~r from other projects you have been 
involved in? 

This was the first project that the CDC has attempted at this scale. Prior development opportunities were on the 
order of one or__ two single family or duplex residences. If we were to compare, it would be to understand the geometric 
multiplication of resources that are necessary to complete a project of this scope. Working at this level ofdevelopment 
particularly with LIIITC allows a very small CDC to structure a financing package that ultimately (hopefully) will provide 
the CDC with a substantial developer's fee. This fee can supplement the agencies operating income for a number of years 
allowing it the freedom ofpursuing at somewhat less risk the next development project. 

Economics impacts are again found in understanding the scale of this project. The budget of 3.8 million dollars 
moved a great deal of money into and through this community. 2.2 million of those dollars are in the rehabilitation of 
Goddard Street and an annual rental-operating budget of $180,000 is generated by the newly leased rental properties on this 
street. Contained within that budget are the salaries to support maintenance, management and services to maintain the 
buildings and counsel residents on an ongoing basis. 

5. What about this project would be instructive to other developers? 

Given that "other developers" are non-profits and working in the same climate as the Smith Hill CDC, we would suggest 
the following. 

1. The Board of Directors must lead and be brought along through all phases of the project - from concept through 
completion. A failure of the Board to understand necessary details limits the overall success of the project. 

2. A reciprocal working relationship with the immediate community is necessary. Understanding of your development 
goals, design intentions, relocation prospects and depth of commitment to the community are necessary to the 
completion of a satisfactory project. 

3. Recognizing who your partners are in this project and bringing their understanding and skills to the project at the 
outset is critical. This CDC has yet to clarify its tax obligations to the City of Providence months after the project 
was completed. Continuous communication with the city and other partners may have eliminated many unnecessary 
headaches. 

6. What are the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Our success is in the completion of the thirty targeted units and fulfillment of the major goal found in the 1995 
Triangle plan. Creating additional open space, parking, trees and landscaping and social services are certainly 

. appreciated. 
The success of the project is diminished by the fact that we were not able to rehabilitate all of the homes on this 

street. Today we still have triple deckers that are in need of thorough rehabilitation or could be demolished. This 
''unfinished" aspect of Renaissance II will lead to the next phase of this project; the completion of twelve more units of 
rehabilitated rental housing on Goddard Street in the next two years. 
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided. 

This sheet is to be filled out by a design professional who worked as a consultant on the project, providing design, planning, or other ser
vices. Copies may b~ given to other design professionals if desired. 

Name Joseph Cornwall Title Principal 

Organization Joseph Cornwall Architect Telephone ( 401-421-1798 

Address 206 Smith Street City/State/ZIP Providence, RI 02908 

Fax ( 401-421-5846 E-mail joseph@cornwal.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any 
purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and II a ach materia a d to grant these rights and permissions. 

~Si nature 

1. Describe the e ign concept of this project, including urban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

The existing urban residential fabric of the Smith Hill neighborhood of Providence is 
typical of many older New England mill town working family housing developments. The 
neighborhood is densely settled with wood frame three family structures commonly known as 
"three-deckers". Each 50' x 100' lot typically has a three-decker with no front yard to set it back 
from the street, eight to twelve feet separating the building from a side yard neighbor, and a rear 
yard with a garage or another three-decker. Although closely constructed, three-deckers offer 
plenty of light, front porches, and good cross-ventilation. On Smith Hill, as in so many urban 
neighborhoods, these structures are timeworn and neglected. Our design concept was an attempt 
to bring these housing units into the twenty-first century, retaining the desirable architecture and 
updating the site by reducing housing density, opening up yard space, and providing for 
automobile ownership. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The SHCDC hopes to demonstrate that by implementing, from existing stock, a housing 
scheme that is both attractive and livable, individuals and families will be encouraged to initiate 
further improvements on their own - not only physical improvements, but social, psychological, 
emotional, and spiritual improvements as well. Project Renaissance improved the aesthetic 
appeal of Goddard Street, allowing residents to feel more of a sense of pride in the neighborhood 
and also prompting other homeowners on the street to improve their properties. Moreover, the 
30-unit rental housing program, still ably managed by Dimeo Properties, provided Goddard Street 
with some of the stability that is crucial to the overall well-being of residents in any 
neighborhood. · 



ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design tradeoffs or compromises required to complete the project. 

The chief obstacles to our design goals were: a.) enhancing structural integrity, especially 
at rubble foundations and substandard framing; b.) removing environmental hazards, lead, 
asbestos, and old foundations; c.) meeting code requirements, especially at new handicapped
accessible units; and, d.) retaining the aesthetic character of the rehabilitated buildings while 
adhering to stringent cost controls. One tradeoff with which we are pleased was the discreet 
substitution ofvinyl siding for clapboard at the second and third floors. 

4. Describe the way in which the project relates to its urban context. 

Gaudet Associates proposed using the existing urban context as the solution to the 
dilapated conditions found on Goddard Street. The vitality of Goddard Street is found in the 
"renaissance" of its triple-decker architecture. Narrower approaches might have seen wholesale 
demolition as the only solution to dilapidated housing conditions, or the construction of 
monolithic public housing in response to the need for affordable housing in Smith Hill. Through 
Project Renaissance, the SHCDC was able to address both the problem of a deteriorating housing 
stock as well as the need for safe, decent, and affordable housing while maintaining the character 
of the housing on Goddard Street at its best. 

5. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the project's design and architecture. 

Clearly, Project Renaissance created first-rate affordable housing using the existing units, 
on well-landscaped sites, and with functional parking. Renaissance has set the standard for 
rehabilitation on this street. Rehabilitating each existing structure, however, meant that each 
house underwent a different and sometimes difficult construction process. Three complete units 
were demolished and two units moved to different locations to complete infill. This was a tedious 
and expensive process that became necessary to the success ofthe project. 

Because the buildings are individually crafted,. individual renovations were necessary 
minimizing efficiencies of scale. This same problem of individual character will also effect the 
efficiencies of scale regarding long-term maintenance. The will require special effort and 
planning on the part of the CDC and the property manager. 
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies ~f the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area 
provided. 
This sheet is to be filled out by staff representative(s) of public agency(ies) who were directly involved in the financing, design review, or 
public approvals that affected this project. 

Name Steve Cornwall Title Housing Development Officer 

Organization Rhode Island Housing Telephone ( 401-457-1261 

Address 44 Washington Street City/State/ZIP Providence, RI 02903 

Fax ( 401-457-1138 E-mail scornwall@rihousing.com 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any 
purpose whatsoeve he materials submitted. The ap licant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and t c ed ma ials an e rights and pe issions. 

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency 
(e.g., zoning, public participation, public benefits, impact statements). 

We provided a variety of financing including an amortizing first mortgage, a deferred-payment second 
mortgage and, as the allocating agency on behalf of the State ofRhode Island, federal Low Income 
Housing Tax Credits and HOME and Lead Hazard Reduction Program funds. There were strings 
attached, however. Structures built or rehabilitated had to meet strict federal Housing Quality Standards. 
Tenants could earn no more than 60 percent ofHUD's median family income, or $33,660 for a family of 
five, for example. The city of Providence had to contribute new sidewalks, curbing and street-quieting 
improvements. 

2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What tradeoffs and compromises were required to implement the project? How 
did your agency participate in making them? 

This was Phase II of an ambitious plan to attack blight at the gateway to two of the city's most vulnerable 
neighborhoods. The site is within sight of the Rhode Island State House and forms the point of a triangle 
bounded by two of the city's main feeder avenues. Once transformed, the project's prominent location 
will set the tone for further redevelopment along these important corridors. In order to achieve our 
neighborhood revitalization goals, Renaissance had to provide more than just safe, decent, affordable 
housing for 30 families. In order for mature cities to attract and retain middle class residents, they must 
be livable, compared to suburbs and exurbs. Rhode Island Housing supported the SHCDC in its efforts to 
make Goddard Street more livable by reducing density, creating green space, and adding desperately 
needed off-street parking in a neighborhood that was platted iii 1847. 

mailto:scornwall@rihousing.com


PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

3. Describe the project's impact on the neighborhood and the city. Please attach relevant data where available. 

The project attacked tum-of-the-centwy tenements that had long suffered from disinvestment and the 
abuse of some tenants. These blighted properties and the attendant malaise ofthe neighborhood attracted 
tenants who could not find housing anywhere else due to their low-incomes or other factors. Renaissance 
would set a new tone for the street, attracting stable, working families with incomes up to 60 percent of 
median and encouraging other landlords to redevelop their tenements. 

4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to 
agencies like yours in other cities? 

Partnerships between our agency, Community Development Corporations and municipalities have 
already become the model for addressing neighborhood revitalization. We've learned that housing can be 
the springboard for encouraging street improvements, increasing public safety and attracting all the other 
factors that create livable cities. 

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The comprehensive approach to neighborhood revitalization that relied on housing to jump-start the host 
of other improvements necessary to reclaim bitter city streets is the most successful aspect of this project. 
The least successful aspect is the lack ofavailable resources to encourage timely and continued 
redevelopment of the entire "triangle." 
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COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
.• 

Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate 
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This sheet is to be frlled out by someone who was involved, or represents an organization that was involved, in helping the project 
respond to neighborhood issues. 

Name Tom Twitchell Title Community Advisor 

Organization Providence College Telephone ( 401-751-5116 

Address 60 Zone Street Citv/State/ZIP Providence, RI 02908 

Fax ( E-mail 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, for any 
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Si nature 

1. How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in this project? What role did you play? 

As the Director ofCommunity Organizing and Development for the Smith Hill Center {1989-1996) it was one ofmy 
responsibilities to form and nurture a bricks-and-mortar housing initiative in response to the documented housing needs of the 
neighborhood. This resulted in the formation of the Smith Hill Community Development Corporation. Strategic planning from 
the very beginning included critical mass renewal in the "triangle" area (where Goddard Street and Renaissance are located.) City 
and housing planners, real estate managers, community people all counseled that we needed to target the most blighted area of our 
community in order to have any future impact. Surveys - in particular, one survey done by the Rhode Island Foundation -
indicated the same. As plans progressed, the best option for us was to utilize the tax credit program to fund our critical mass 
strategy. 

2. From the community's point of view, what were the major issues concerning this project? 

Our immediate concern revolved around the following items: 

o Was this project big enough? Did we have the critical mass necessary to achieve the "turnaround" goal sought in the 
most blighted part ofour neighborhood - were our numbers enough? 

o Were we building a "real" community? Would the displacement offamilies, the repopulating of housing units, the 
changing ofcomplex relationships already established on the street lead to the desired outcome of increased stability for 
all the stakeholders and the neighborhood? 

o Was the cost too high? Could we fulfill our mission statement of"safe, decent, and affordable" housing for very low- to 
moderate-income residents and make a signature statement strong enough to change the entire neighborhood? 

o Staffing - The project demanded staffing requirements beyond our capacity at times - would we fail our part of the 
commitment? 

3. What tradeoffs and compromises were required during the development of the project? How did your organization participate in 

making them? Our largest tradeoffwas the displacement ofa number ofour original residents who were part of this community and 
became ineligible for our renovated units. The SHCDC needed to proceed with the project protecting its larger goals of total 
neighborhood stability and radical demonstration of vastly improved housing. It was the most painful group of decisions the 
SHCDC has ever made. We have tried to maintain friendship with these displaced neighbors. 

The second largest tradeoff or compromise was employing the tax credit method offinancing to achieve our goal of 
sufficient critical mass. The basic question remains: have we made replication too costly for any other kind ofhousing 
improvement (private landlords, homeowners, public funds, etc.) which our project now demands of the surrounding areas? The 
CDC's goal was and still is to generate private local funding - has this been compromised? We made these decisions, again, as 
the best and perhaps the only way to achieve a necessary critical mass. 

A third tradeoffwas the property management being outsourced at the request of the funders to a professional and for 
profit management firm. We had originally planned for the SHCDC itself to be the "landlord" in a substantial attempt to remain 
hands-on in reconstructing the community. The SHCDC may still move back to this position, but not in the foreseeable future. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

The project has made Smith Hill a better place to live and work, but I qualify my "yes" to this question. For years I 
placed my efforts both professionally and as a volunteer into improving the spiritual and emotional well being ofpeople. The 
expected result was always the improvement of outward conditions. My first task as Director of Community Organizing and 
Development at the Smith Hill Center was to conduct a community-wide needs assessment survey for our United Way funding. 
The results ofthis survey suggested that the reverse was true: residents would feel better about themselves, take pride in their 
relationships and neighborhood, etc. if outward appearances were improved. In response, we initiated half a dozen major projects 
(the SHCDC finally being one of them) that dealt with outward appearance understanding that a host of"inward" elements would 
be enhanced We were, however, working toward a facelift- an uplifting spirit -through cleaner streets; beautiful gardens; more 
green space; porch, siding and window repair; trees; etc. 

We have expended enormous amounts of effort and resources throughout this project. It took a major commitment on 
the part ofmany people. It drove the SHCDC stafffar beyond their time capacity. It challenged our basic belief systems and 
required new directions. As stated, it was not accomplished without pain and sacrifice on the part of many people involved. We 
pledged our careers and attachment to our friends and neighbors upon the precept that it would work. 

Has it worked? The renovated houses are beautiful and inspiring. Surrounding homeowners and landlords are making 
improvements. The streetscape has definitely changed and challenges the imagination. (Those ofus who are not architects and 
are not very good at visioning often asked how you could conceivably improve the looks ofa three-family home built as an 
economic engine of necessity for mill workers 100 years ago -we don't ask anymore.) We have certainly provided "safe, decent, 
and affordable" housing for our tenants that is beyond anything we ever originally dreamed - it's awesome. If the premise holds 
true that outward conditions improve the well being ofa person or a family, then we have truly accomplished a miracle! The 
effect is truly overwhelming. I qualify my answer to this question because we still have community building to do to make it a 
"better place." 

5.What would you change about this project, or the process you went through? 

I would insist on more and continued community building throughout the process for all the stakeholders. In spite of 
numerous surveys, picnics, meetings, conversations, and friendships maintained, our community building efforts throughout the 
process still were not enough. 
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Si nature 

1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

As a Registered Architect and advocate, my interest in housing particularly for unrepresented populations has 
always been strong. I began my work in 1989 as the development consultant for HAND (Homeless Action for 
Necessary Development) with a mandate to find housing for homeless families in the City of Providence. HAND 
had determined not to "warehouse" our clients but to find an ideal setting that provided community resources, social 
services, public transportation and employment joined with safe, adequate housing. The City of Providence was 
mandated under a federal consent order to find housing for twenty families made homeless when a city housing 
project was demolished. The city was required to do so within the coming year and HAND was given the charge of 
developing these properties with limited financial assistance from the city. 

When it became apparent that the city was unwilling to comply with the consent order and time was running out 
on the McKinney grant, HAND decided to forego developing a freestanding building. HAND needed to act quickly. 
With assistance from Rhode Island Housing, HAND amended its federal grant and proposed using its funds for 
rental housing with supportive services in rehabilitated structures clustered in proximity to one another. Critical to 
our success was finding a developer of neighborhood rental housing. This search took ten years and traveled through 
numerous agencies before finally reaching the Smith Hill CDC 

As a member of the Board of Directors of the SHCDC in 1997, I became familiar with the Triangle Plan as it 
expressed the needs of the Smith Hill Community. I was able to develop a relationship with HAND and the CDC in 
the fall of 1997 and suggested that the CDC Board expand its concept for Renaissance to include the homeless under 
the supervision of Traveler's Aid; a national organization representing the homeless headquartered in downtown 
Providence. HAND would acknowledge its role as a collaborator and source of funding in turn for a guarantee of 
rental housing on Goddard Street with social support and case management from Traveler's Aid. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the neighborhood and the city. Include any data or supplementary materials that 
support your conclusions. 

It may be overly simplistic to suggest that the relocation of these six "homeless" families to Goddard Street has 
had any impact on the neighborhood at all. In fact their arrival has been barely noticeable and that is exactly the goal 
that was contemplated by HAND and Traveler's Aid as construction on Renaissance began to close out and rental 
activities began. During the past year only one family has moved out due to a change in employment and their rental 
was immediately filled by another family wait listed by Travelers Aid. Change has been quiet and without fanfare. 

The City of Providence is certainly enthusiastic about this program and the community setting that serves as its 
basis of operations. Ultimately it is the development of housing resources that is of importance to the city. Bringing 
on line creative resources like those found in Renaissance is very important for Providence. Six homeless families 
currently have homes, professional property management and a social casework system in place to support them for 
a minimum of two years. These families are no longer "warehoused" downtown or on the street without access to 
services. 



OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

3. What tradeoffs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

The ten-year period from consent decree to move-in involved numerous compromises and trade-offs for HAND 
and its partners. We attempted to fill our mission statement to provide housing in an ideal setting with supportive 
community services. Demolition of a housing project in Providence brought a dedicated clientele and a court 
mandate to secure housing. HAND attempted to work with the City to make this happen but with little success. Our 
HUD grant monies remained contingent on completion of our housing obligations and for four years we were unable 
to make good on our commitments. Repeatedly I continued to meet with a number of agencies and networked with 
advocates for the homeless to find a resolution to this dilemma. Rhode Island· Housing had finally taken on an 
administrative role and HAND had brought in the support of a state community mental health agency to develop 
housing and supportive services and to assume all responsibilities. They were ultimately unable to fulfill this 
commitment. Working with an advocate at Rhode Island Housing, HAND initiated a working relationship with 
Travelers Aid who at the time was developing new transitional housing resources in the southern part of the state.. 
Within a few days we structured a deal that brought the Smith Hill CDC, HAND, Rhode Island Housing and 
Travelers Aid to the table. The rest is a success story. 

Travelers Aid and the SHCDC have agreed to develop seven additional units of transitional housing on 
Goddard Street in the coming year. We also anticipate completion of a community meeting room and office spaces 
for Travelers Aid on Goddard Street as the result of a grant from Citizens Bank. 

4. What are the most and least successful aspects of the project? 

Our success is a paradox in that so few people know that we are an integral part of Goddard Street and 
Renaissance. By design we have remained subdued about our progress and have acknowledged Travelers Aid's 
request that we limit publicity and fanfare. We have been absorbed into this neighborhood and community in a very 
unassuming way and that may be our greatest success. By the same token this may also be viewed as a limitation to 
the project and to the broader needs of the homeless in that there has been no replication of this effort to date in 
Rhode Island. 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

Over time, the public service program in which I teach has developed a deep partnership with the Smith 
Hill CDC. We have worked together on cleanups, housing renovation, community outreach, planning and 
community economic development. On the Renaissance Project, the Feinstein Institute for Public Service 
played the role of informal advisor from the project's planning through its completion. The executive 
director of the SHCDC joined in the teaching of several public service courses over the life of the project, 
and many of the questions and problems confronted during the project were discussed in these classes. 
The Institute contributed volunteer hours (through the service required as an element of its curriculum); 
student interns; and students in work/study positions. We benefited as our students learned from being 
brought fully into the project's inner workings. 

2:. Describe the impact that this project has had on the neighborhood and the city. Include any data or supplementary materials that 
support your conclusions. 

At the most basic level, a street known locally for dilapidated housing and high tenant turnover has 
become known as a desirable place to live in Smith Hill. The project also contributes to the effort, led by 
City Council Representative Terry Hassett, to have Smith Hill establish an identity as an historic 
neighborhood. I teach a course on community history that concentrates on the history of Smith Hill, and 
can attest that the SHCDC successfully steered a course between maintaining the look and substance of 
the original housing, and making it as efficient to maintain as possible. The SHCDC also lowered the 
population density of the street, carefully building in new green space. By making a strong impact on one 
street, the SHCDC created change that is visually powerful, and observations ofnearby streets suggest 
that many neighbors and landlords have been motivated to improve their properties. From a very 
different perspective, I believe the SHCDC showed extraordinary ingenuity and tenacity in putting 
together the funding for the Renaissance Project - carrying out a $4.0 million project as a new 
organization with only two full-time staff members in an environment where it was becoming 
increasingly difficult to secure funding. How they did this is in itself a useful model. 

mailto:Kmorton@providence.edu


0THER PERSPECTIVE (CONT'D) 

3. What tradeoffs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

The Feinstein Institute for Public Service is generally perceived as an organization committed to the long
term strength of Smith Hill, but also as a politically neutral partner. Representing the Institute and 
working with several classes ofpublic service students, I participated in discussions about everything 
from the materials selected for use in the renovations to strategy sessions for putting together the funding, 
to presentations with potential partners - city government, banks and so on. Perhaps the most significant 
problem of the project emerged at the end as it became clear that HUD income requirements made it 
impossible for some of the lowest income residents who had lived on Goddard Street prior to the 
renovations to return. This presented a large number oflogistical problems such as helping with 
relocation in an extraordinarily tight housing market, and confronting the moral problem ofwho the 
SHCDC was most called to serve. All of these questions were discussed fully in our classes, and our 
thoughts and ideas were reported back to the staff of the SHCDC. I met informally with several 
neighborhood residents and SHCDC board members to help resolve the issue. Throughout the entire 
project the Feinstein Institute and I had an extraordinary depth ofrelationship with the SHCDC. 

4. What are the most and least successful aspects of the project? 

As I see it, the most and least successful elements ofthe project are one and the same thing. Thirty units 
ofhigh-quality, affordable housing are now available, but at an average aggregate cost ofapproximately 
$150,000. The SHCDC did everything it could to keep the costs significantly lower, but the interests of 
the various stakeholders who controlled the funding combined to drive up the project costs. This makes 
such projects enormously difficult, and the costs of such work suggest that they are not economically 
sustainable. The SHCDC was creative and pragmatic in responding to this problem. Secondly, the 
improvement in housing stock so near to downtown Providence and the new mall are resulting in 
increased interest in the neighborhood by real estate speculators and contribute to gentrifications 
pressures. Nonetheless, the solid and honest partnerships and dialogue to come out ofthe project
among our institute at Providence College, the Rhode Island School ofDesign, city government and the 
SHCDC- increase the capacity of the SHCDC to address these problems and carry out the next phase of 
their work. 
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KEY TO SITE PLAN: PROJECT RENAISSANCE PROPERTIES 

Number on Map Address 

5-7 Goddard Street 

9-11 Goddard Street 

17-19 Goddard Street 

25-27 Goddard Street 

29-31 Goddard Street 

33-35 Goddard Street 

42-44 Goddard Street 

42 (1/2)-44 (1/2) Goddard Street 

46-48 Goddard Street 

46 (1/2)-48 (1/2) Goddard Street 

50-52 Goddard Street 

53-55 Goddard Street 

58-60 Goddard Street 

86-88 Goddard Street 

Action Taken 

demolished (parking & green space for 9-11 Goddard) 

rehabilitated 

rehabilitated 

rehabilitated 

demolished (yard space for 25-27 and 33-35 Goddard) 

rehabilitated 

rehabilitated 

relocated to 50-52 and rehabilitated 

rehabilitated 

relocated to 53-55 and rehabilitated 

empty lot; new site for 42 ½-44 ½ 

empty lot; new site for 53-55 

rehabilitated 

rehabilitated 
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17-19 Goddard Street, 1997 
Boarded Up and Abandoned 

17-19 Goddard Street, 1999 
Rehabilitated 



42-44 Goddard Street (Front) and 42-1/2 - 44-1/2 (Rear), 1997 
(Six Units on 50'x100' Lot) 

42-1/2- 44-1/2 Goddard Street, 1998 
Relocated to 50-52 Goddard Street 

42-44 Goddard Street, 1999 
Completed with Parking in Rear 



46-48 and 50-52 Goddard Street, Winter 1998 
Gutted Prior to Comprehensive Rehabilitation 

42-44, 46-48 and 50-52 Goddard Street, Spring 1999 
Under Construction 

42-44 Goddard Street 46-48 Goddard Street 50-52 Goddard Street 

Construction Completed, Fall 1999 
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58-60 Goddard Street, 1997 
Burned Out and Abandoned 
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58-60 Goddard Street, 1999 
Rehabilitated 



. 17-19 Goddard Street, 1998 
Providence College Urban Action Students Assist In Building Clean Up 

47 Goddard Street, 1998 
Demolition of Side Entrance by Providence College Urban Action Students 



Completed Courtyard Facing 42-44, 46-48 and 50-52 Goddard Street, 1999 
(51 Goddard Street Demolished to Create Open Space) 

Courtyard Between 25-27 and 33-35 Goddard Street 
(29-31 Demolished to Create Open Space and Handicap Access) 
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Goddard Street Community Cook-Out, 1997 
(Prior to Construction of New Courtyard Space) 
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